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Razorbills. Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

Executive summary
As an island nation, we have enjoyed

This report is designed to capitalise

the riches of the UK’s marine resources,

on these opportunities by setting out

but this has been at considerable cost

the RSPB’s recommendations for the

to marine wildlife. Now time is running

next steps towards comprehensive

out. Despite the many and increasing

marine protection throughout UK seas.

threats known to be facing our seas,

We have identified over 70 nearshore

and the proven benefits of marine

marine areas worthy of protection

protected areas (MPAs), we have so far

due to their importance at the UK

managed to establish only a handful of

level for breeding seabirds. This is an

protected areas in UK waters. To date

important first step towards identifying

less than 0.001% of our sea area has

a complete network to protect seabirds

been fully protected from all damaging

throughout UK waters, though it will

activities.

also be necessary to identify areas
further offshore that birds might use

The UK Government and the devolved

for feeding purposes, as well as areas

administrations have many and varied

important to concentrations of wintering

commitments to protecting the marine

and migrating birds.

environment, but we still lack suitable
site protection legislation in the UK.

The much needed work to identify and

The UK Government is committed

designate internationally important

to introducing a Marine Bill in the life

sites for seabirds must not be

of this Parliament, and the Scottish

overlooked, but the main focus of the

Government has promised legislation

recommendations presented here is for

to cover its waters by 2010. Both

action required to ensure commitments

these laws should include provisions

to a network of nationally important

for creating nationally important

marine protected areas are met.

marine protected areas, and therefore
represent significant opportunities for
nature conservation.

‘The much needed work
to identify and designate
internationally important
sites for seabirds must
not be overlooked‘
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Jewel anemones. Porthkerris Divers (porthkerris.com)

We believe that the following steps are critical to deliver a properly
resourced, well-managed, comprehensive marine protected area
network to fulfil the UK’s international and national commitments:

●

Comprehensive legislation is required to

●

All areas that meet selection criteria under

provide an effective framework for the

the relevant legislation must be identified.

protection and management of MPAs,

Biological site selection criteria must be clearly

providing greater certainty and clarity for

defined, and if a site qualifies against these

all stakeholders. This must include the

criteria, it should be designated, thus reflecting

introduction of new marine legislation to

its importance.

enable the designation of a comprehensive
network of nationally important marine areas.

●

Effective management, monitoring and
enforcement arrangements should be put

●

A step-change in the approach taken towards

in place for all marine areas designated.

resourcing the survey, identification and

Site selection is only the first step: to

designation of a coherent network of marine

ensure adequate protection of these areas,

sites is necessary by 2010. This work cannot

it is essential that work continues beyond

be done with the current, minimal levels of

this stage.

funding provided.
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Seas under pressure
Our seas are beautiful, wildlife-rich and productive,

Many of our precious native species and habitats

yet they are threatened by ever-increasing

are threatened or in decline. Marine protected

pressures from human activities, such as

areas are one important tool that could help us to

overfishing, dredging, and offshore development,

safeguard this rich marine natural heritage.

coupled with the pervasive threat of climate
change.

Beadlet anemones and limpets. Paul Naylor (marinephoto.co.uk)
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Puffins. Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

What is a Marine Protected Area?
There are many different possible interpretations of the term
‘Marine Protected Area’. The World Conservation Union (IUCN) 1
has defined an MPA as:

“an area of intertidal or subtidal terrain, together with its overlying
water and associated flora, fauna, historical and cultural features,
which has been reserved by law or other effective means to
protect part or all of the enclosed environment”
The broad term ‘MPA’ therefore

OSPAR MPAs – include any MPAs in

Marine Conservation Zones (MCZs)

encompasses many different types of

the UK designated under the criteria set

– a new category of MPA introduced

site, including several that are relevant

by OSPAR (the Oslo-Paris Convention

in the UK Government’s proposals for

to the UK:

on Protection of the Maritime

the forthcoming Marine Bill, to replace

Environment of the North-East Atlantic).

MNRs and protect the full range of

European Marine Sites (EMSs) –

To date the UK has nominated 56

important marine biodiversity in the

including Special Areas of Conservation

areas as OSPAR MPAs – all already

seas around the UK. We expect the UK

(SACs) and Special Protection Areas

designated as coastal SACs.

Marine Bill to create powers to allow
the designation of MCZs in English and

(SPAs), form the ‘Natura 2000’ network
Marine Nature Reserves (MNRs) – UK

Welsh territorial waters (0-12nm) and

marine areas of national significance

UK offshore waters (beyond 12nm).

under the Wildlife and Countryside Act

Scottish territorial waters will be

Directives. Natura 2000 sites are

1981. Due to fundamental weaknesses

covered by a separate, Scottish, Marine

designated for features of European

in the legislation for MNRs, only three

Bill, which should include an equivalent

conservation importance. There is only

have been established around the UK

site protection mechanism (though

sparse coverage of UK marine species

in over 25 years, and the mechanism

possibly with a different name). It is not

and habitats on the annexes to the

is widely seen to have failed to protect

yet clear whether Northern Ireland will

Habitats Directive.

marine wildlife adequately.

deliver a nationally important marine

and habitats of European importance
identified in the EU Birds and Habitats
2

3

area protection mechanism through the
UK Bill, or through their own legislation.
Corkwing wrasse, male. Paul Naylor (marinephoto.co.uk)

established to protect those species

Areas managed for fisheries purposes
e.g. seasonal closures of fishing
grounds, or areas where gear
restrictions apply, are also described by
some as “fisheries MPAs”. However,
in this report we reserve use of the
term MPAs for those areas set aside
for biodiversity conservation purposes.
1 IUCN, 1988. Resolution 17.38 of the 17th General Assembly
of the IUCN, Gland and Cambridge: IUCN. Reaffirmed in
Resolution 19.46 (1994).
2 Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds 79/409/EEC
3 Directive on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora 92/43/EEC
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Benefits of Marine Protected Areas
The primary purpose of MPAs is
to protect marine biodiversity,
providing a safe haven where
rare, declining or threatened
habitats and species can prosper
under sympathetic management.

Queen scallop. Graham Eaton (rspb-images.com)

Objectives set for each site at
designation will establish the desired
nature conservation outcomes, and
will help to clarify the necessary
constraints on marine activities.
Only activities that are detrimental to the
achievement of the site conservation
objectives need be excluded. There
are a number of well-documented,
wider, benefits of setting up MPAs. For
example, MPAs can:

Protect special parts of the
marine environment from adverse
effects of development and human
use, and make an essential contribution
to the wider protection of marine
biodiversity. MPAs can aid recovery
of degraded habitats and increase the
marine environment’s resilience to
pressures and impacts such as those
from climate change. MPAs will help
give our sealife a fighting chance of
survival, securing healthy and productive
seas for future generations.

Assist with climate change
mitigation by protecting the marine
environment’s crucial role in buffering
climate change impacts. As part
of our strategy to mitigate climate
Helen Byron

change, we must ensure that marine
ecosystems continue to function as
the largest sink for carbon via marine

7

primary production, and as an essential

dependent on having a healthy marine

element of climate regulation in the

environment in which to operate.

Provide significant benefits for

components are thought to recover

fisheries by preserving key areas

more easily from climatic disturbances

for the survival of commercial fish

and so continue to provide society with

(including shellfish and crustacean)

ecosystem goods and services.

species. By protecting an area where
they spawn for example, or areas

Provide certainty and valuable

where juvenile fish gather, fish

information for developers,

populations in adjacent areas can be

helping them to make sensible and

increased. The overall effect can be

informed decisions about where to

an increase in the number and the size

locate developments at sea. At a time

of individuals caught by surrounding

when Government is planning a major

fisheries. More generally, MPAs are

expansion of UK offshore wind

one of the key tools in achieving a

capacity – as much as 25 gigawatts

healthy marine ecosystem, which

by 2020 – it is vital that the most

should in turn be more likely to support

important areas for biodiversity are

healthy and resilient fisheries.

clearly identified and legally protected.
Developers can then avoid impacts

Prove invaluable for research

on these areas, safeguarding wildlife

and education purposes: allowing

and avoiding expensive delays to

us to learn more about our marine

developments.

environment, and about the effects
that our activities are having on it. With

Raise public awareness and

only limited disturbance, MPAs can

increase public enjoyment of, and pride

serve as reference sites against which

in, the marine environment. Many

to gauge and monitor the impacts of

recreational activities, such as scuba

human activities in unprotected areas

diving, sailing, and sea angling are

around them.

Chris Gomersall (rspb-images.com)

and those that maintain structural

Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

UK. Ecosystems with high biodiversity

tools in achieving a healthy
marine ecosystem‘

Carolyn Merrett (rspb-images.com)

‘MPAs are one of the key
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Common lobster. Graham Eaton (rspb-images.com)

Grey seal. Tom Marshall (rspb-images.com)

Common prawn. Graham Eaton (rspb-images.com)

UK commitments to MPAs
The UK has made commitments at both national and
international levels to designate MPAs in UK waters:

•

A global target under the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable
Development (WSSD) to establish a coherent, international
network of representative protected areas in the marine
environment by 2012.

•

The OSPAR Recommendation to establish an ecologicallycoherent network of well-managed MPAs by 2010.

The various commitments to establish

Directives (responsibility for delivering

MPA networks have set no targets

these is shared by the UK Government

for the number or size of MPAs, or

and the devolved administrations). An

percentage of sea area covered by the

EU target was set for full extension

network as a whole. In 2003 the Royal

of the SPA network to the marine

Commission on Environmental

environment by 2008 but, to date,

Pollution reviewed the findings of 39

only one true marine SPA has been

studies worldwide which looked at

designated in the seas around the UK

what percentage of the seas should be

(Carmarthen Bay, Wales).

protected. The recommendations from
these studies varied from 10-65%,

Even with a complete network of

with most studies recommending

EMSs, new tools would still be required

between 20% and 40%. A recent RSPB

to secure the protection and recovery

review of 70 sources (including policy

of important biodiversity that does not

documents and scientific or review

meet the criteria set by the European

papers) suggests that a network of

wildlife directives. Promises of a UK

MPAs representing at least 30% of

Marine Bill in this Parliament and a

UK waters should be designated. It

Scottish Marine Bill by 2010, both

is important the MPAs are linked into

of which must include provisions for

an effective network, which includes

creating nationally important marine

representative habitats, in order to

protected areas, are crucial steps

ensure the protection of rare and

forward in this respect.

threatened biodiversity.
In 2007, the UK Government published
Alongside these overarching

a White Paper containing its proposals

international obligations, the UK also

for a new Marine Bill. These proposals

has long-standing obligations at the

included a new tool to deliver the

European level to designate a ‘Natura

UK’s obligation to establish MPAs

2000’ network of marine SPAs and

under OSPAR, as well as to protect

SACs under the EU Birds and Habitats

our nationally important biodiversity.

These new MPAs (MCZs under the
UK Marine Bill) should, together with
equivalent measures introduced by
the devolved administrations where
necessary, protect the range of habitats
and species important in UK waters,
providing “a refuge within which

Basking shark. Porthkerris Divers (porthkerris.com)
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marine species can flourish and help
repopulate the wider environment”.
MCZs (or their equivalents) would be

represent a crucial and complementary

administrations have often repeated

designed to conserve healthy marine

addition to any sites designated

their vision for the marine environment

ecosystems, to contribute to the

under the EU Directives, which can

of “clean, healthy, safe, productive

functioning and quality of the wider

protect only a limited set of species

and biologically diverse oceans

marine environment by conserving rare

and habitats that are considered of

and seas”, first outlined in the Marine

and/or threatened species or habitats,

European importance. Because they

Stewardship Report, “Safeguarding our

protecting particular biodiversity

will protect a broader range of features,

Seas”, in 2002 4 . In order to achieve this

‘hotspots’, and safeguarding other

these sites may be within, or overlap

vision, it is important that the work on

significant areas. They would also

with, EMSs.

different types of MPA is coordinated,

provide opportunities for recovery for

with all administrations working to

the full range of our marine biodiversity,

These various commitments to

deliver a comprehensive network of

from delicate sea fans to enormous

establishing MPA networks are all part

protection throughout UK waters.

basking sharks, from slow-growing

of the same general responsibility: to

sedentary sea sponges to mobile

protect our marine environment. The

ocean-going seabirds. They would

UK Government and the devolved

4 Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, 2002.
Safeguarding Our Seas – A Strategy for the Conservation and
Sustainable Development of our Marine Environment. PB
6187. Defra Publications, London.

We have signed enough
pledges to establish MPAs
Common tern. Chris Gomersall (rspb-images.com)

– it’s now time for action.
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Herring gulls. Mark Hamblin (rspb-images.com)

MPAs for seabirds
The much needed work to identify and designate internationally
important sites for seabirds must not be overlooked, but the
main focus of the recommendations presented here is for action
required to ensure commitments to a network of nationally
important marine protected areas are met. So far, no attempt has
been made to map potential nationally important marine areas
for birds around the UK.
This report presents the RSPB’s initial

the one proposed for the forthcoming

suggestions for nearshore marine

UK Marine Bill. It is essential that

areas that are likely to be important

the criteria for MCZs and their

at the UK population level – but not

equivalents are set so that important

at an international or European level

sites falling outside the scope of

– for breeding seabirds. The breeding

the European Directives can still be

seabird interests we have identified are

identified and protected.

not and will not be protected by EMSs,
and therefore rely on a domestic MPA

Mobile species, including seabirds,

mechanism for protection, such as

often have site-specific (usually

birds at sea for foraging is
vital to maintain healthy and
productive colonies’

Puffins. Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

‘Protecting areas used by the

seasonal) needs that can be related

future – as evidenced by the seabird

to specific marine areas. In particular,

breeding failures seen in recent years.

seabirds generally breed at the same

Even though the birds have been safe

coastal colonies year after year, and the

at their nests, protecting the areas they

areas of sea adjacent to these colonies

depend on at sea for foraging and other

are essential to the breeding birds for

key activities is vital to maintain healthy

feeding, maintenance behaviours (such

and productive breeding colonies.

Shags. Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)
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as preening) and social interactions.

Ensuring the continued conservation

environments are managed as

of seabirds requires protection on land

completely separate systems,

supported by protection at sea. So far,

whereas ecologically they are closely

we have put in place good protection

interconnected (and for some species,

for most breeding seabird colonies

interdependent). Seabirds exemplify

on land, but sadly the same cannot

these connections and remind us that

be said for protection of these birds

to be effective any conservation system

at sea. Protection of the actual breeding

must address the need for protection

sites alone is not enough to guarantee

across the two realms.

Sandeel shoal FRS Aberdeen (marlab.ac.uk)

Legally, our terrestrial and marine

that these species will thrive in the

‘Breeding birds use sea areas
adjacent to colonies for activities

Genevieve Leaper (rspb-images.com)

Kittiwake bathing. Genevieve Leaper (rspb-images.com)

such as bathing and preening’
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Nearshore MPAs for breeding seabirds
This map shows our initial suggestions for marine areas
important at the UK level for breeding seabirds, based largely
on the existing SSSI network. As such, it represents only the
first small step on the way to identifying a complete network
to protect seabirds throughout UK waters. This map does
not show areas of European importance for breeding
seabird interests, as it is expected that those areas
should qualify for protection as SPAs.

No mechanism exists to protect the areas we have identified
– to achieve protection, they would need to be designated
as MCZs (or their equivalents). The areas we have presented
therefore highlight the additional benefit that new
legislation can bestow upon the UK’s seabirds.

Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)
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What we did
1. Using readily available data, we identified a list of nationally

4. For all countries, we focused on those areas with

important (UK) coastal breeding seabird concentrations.

only nationally, rather than internationally, important
concentrations of seabirds. We ensured no overlap in

2. For England, Scotland and Wales, we used sites already

the seabird interests of the areas we identified in this

protected on land as Sites of Special Scientific Interest

report and any that supported internationally important

(SSSIs) for breeding seabirds (see Annex I for our detailed

populations of seabirds. So, we excluded seabird interests

methodology).

where they were already protected by SPAs, either in their
own right or as part of a breeding seabird assemblage, or

3. Northern Ireland sites are a combination of sites already

identified in the JNCC SPA Review as such.

designated as Areas of Special Scientific Interest (ASSIs)
for breeding seabirds and those recently identified by the

5. MCZs, or their equivalent, are to be a domestic MPA

RSPB through analysis of the Seabird 2000 national survey

designation – if areas are important internationally for

of breeding seabirds to identify additional seabird colonies

certain seabird interests i.e. at the European level, then

of national importance.

they should qualify for protection as SPAs under the EU
Birds Directive.

Sites supporting nationally important

21. Ballantrae Shingle Beach

47. Weybourne Cliffs

populations of breeding seabirds. See

22. Sanda Islands

48. Blackwater Estuary

ANNEX II for details of seabird interests

23. Ulva, Danna and The McCormaig Isles

49. Dover to Kingsdown Cliffs

supported by these sites.

24. Treshnish Isles

50. Dungeness, Romney Marsh and Rye Bay

25. Monach Islands

51. Brighton to Newhaven Cliffs

26. Eilean Hoan

52. North Solent

27. Doomy and Whitemaw Hill

53. Newtown Harbour

28. Holm of Papa Westray

54. Hurst Castle & Lymington River Estuary

29. Dalsetter

55. Berry Head to Sharkham Point

30. Mousa

56. Gerrans Bay to Camels Cove

31. Ward of Culswick

57. Godrevy Head to St Agnes

32. Papa Stour

58. Pentire Peninsula

33. Hill of Colvadale and Sobul

59. Lundy

34. Crussa Field and The Heogs

60. West Exmoor Coast & Woods

1. Mussenden to Castlerock Cliffs
2. Large Skerry
3. White Rocks/Dunluce
4. Giant’s Causeway and Dunseverick
5. Sheep Island
6. Carrickarede Island to Ballycastle
7. The Maidens
8. Portmuck/Gobbins
9. Glenarm Harbour, Ballylumford Jetty
and Kilroot Jetties

35. Rosemarkie to Shandwick Coast

61. Flat Holm

10. Belfast Lough

36. Lower River Spey

62. Gower Coast: Rhossili To Porteynon

11. Bangor Marina

37. Sands of Forvie and Ythan Estuary

63. St. Margaret’s Island

12. Cockle Island

38. Whiting Ness - Ethie Haven Coast

64. Castlemartin Cliffs And Dunes

13. Copeland Islands

39. Isle of May

65. Newport Cliffs

14. Strangford Lough

40. The Farne Islands

66. Aberarth-Carreg Wylan

15. Carlingford Lough

41. Northumberland Shore

67. Creigiau Pen Y Graig

16. Port O’Warren

42. Coquet Island

68. Ynysoedd Y Gwylanod, Gwylan Islands

17. Abbey Burn Foot to Balcary Point

43. St Bees Head

69. Arfordir Gogleddol Penmont

18. Borgue Coast

44. The Dee Estuary

70. Pen Y Gogarth/Great Ormes Head

19. Scare Rocks

45. The Wash

71. Creigiau Rhiwledyn/Little Ormes Head

20. Mull of Galloway

46. Hunstanton Cliffs
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Site selection
Protecting the areas of sea adjacent to
known seabird breeding colonies (such
as the examples identified here) would
protect the seabirds breeding at these
sites when using the sea in the vicinity
of the colony e.g. for feeding, loafing,
preening. However, this is not the only
approach one can take to identifying
marine areas important for birds. As
more data become available, it will be
necessary to consider sites further
offshore that birds might be using for
feeding purposes, and also to consider
areas important to concentrations of
wintering and migrating birds, rather
Guillemot colony. Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

than only breeding birds.

Sites will also need to be designated
to cover all other elements of our
marine biodiversity, including known
hotspots or otherwise significant
areas. Hence, MPAs will need to be
identified and protected for a wide
range of species and habitats, each
with their own requirements. These
sites must stay special in the face
of the ever-increasing stresses on
our marine environment. Therefore,
it is important that they are
selected primarily on the basis of
good science, because of known
biodiversity value or importance to
ecosystem structure or functioning.

In selecting sites it is important to be
clear about the purpose and objectives
of the network as a whole, as well as
its component sites. All the various
different types of MPA should function
together as a network, not merely a
collection of separate sites.
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Site protection
Once areas have been identified as

and management measures for each

important for biodiversity, the social

site should then be developed, which

and economic context can then be

may take into consideration the social

considered carefully in determining

and economic context of the site

how best to effect protection at each

where appropriate.

may inform site management:

Once designated, MPAs will need to

however, we believe that they should

be monitored in order to assess the

not influence site selection. If a

effectiveness of the management

site qualifies by meeting defined

measures put in place to achieve the

scientific selection criteria, it should

nature conservation objectives of the

be designated, so reflecting its

site, and whether these measures

importance.

need to be adapted. Enforcement
arrangements should be put in place for

The shared UK principles of sustainable

all marine areas designated, whether

development will not be delivered if

they are important at the domestic

socio-economic factors are permitted

or the international level. This has

to compromise the process by which

the potential to be resource intensive

areas are identified in the first instance.

and efforts must be made to get the

Protected areas will help ensure that

best results possible with the money

we are living within environmental

available.

6

Black guillemot. Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

site. Social and economic factors

limits, one of the Government’s twin
6 Agreed by the UK government, Scottish Executive,

Once areas have been selected and

Welsh Assembly government and the Northern Ireland

designated, conservation objectives

sustainable development strategies.

Administration and shared across all four separate

Chris Gomersall (rspb-images.com)

Fulmar. Chris Gomersall (rspb-images.com)

goals for sustainable development.
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Our challenge to Government
The challenge to the UK

this is far from the full story, even for

informed decisions on where

Government and the devolved

seabirds. At present, internationally

developments and activities at sea

administrations is clear: work

important sites are being developed

can be consented. These synergies in

based on data that are acknowledged

data requirements need to be made

must start soon to complete the

to be sparse, and largely collected ten

explicit, to help focus the collection,

network of marine protected

or more years ago. To designate a

analysis and publication of marine

areas throughout UK waters.

complete network of protected areas

data. This would have the benefit of

that can adequately protect the full

reducing unnecessary delays such as in

One of the main stumbling blocks

range of our biodiversity, we need

applications for marine licences. As the

preventing the identification of the

more recent and comprehensive

number and variety of marine activities

sites required even under existing

marine data than is widely available

increases, so does the need for

legislation, such as the EU Birds

at present, particularly as future

sufficient, reliable data on the marine

Directive, is the lack of up to date and

climate change may alter historic

environment, capable of assessing the

comprehensive data available for the

patterns of bird distribution.

potential impact of changing activity

marine environment, and the difficulty

patterns – and the continued suitability

and expense of obtaining such data.

Such data, once collected, will have

We have presented some nearshore

many potential uses regardless of

options for nationally important areas

the scale of the final protected area

The UK Government and the devolved

for breeding seabirds in this report, but

network, for example, in making

administrations must dedicate

We now have a promise of a UK
Marine Bill in the current Westminster
Parliament, and a Scottish Marine
Bill in the near future. Now is the
time to marshal resources and start
collecting data, allowing sites to be
identified and designated as soon as
the legislation is in place.

of designated site networks.
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significantly more resources to

protected area network to fulfil the UK’s

be done with the current, minimal

collecting new marine data, and

international and national commitments:

levels of funding provided.

using it to establish a comprehensive
network of protected areas (including

●

Comprehensive legislation is required

●

All areas that meet selection criteria

nationally as well as internationally

to provide an effective framework

under the relevant legislation must

important areas). This should be done

for the protection and management

be identified. Biological site selection

as an integrated programme of work

of MPAs, providing greater certainty

criteria must be clearly defined,

aimed at meeting all the existing UK

and clarity for all stakeholders. This

and if a site qualifies against these

commitments to establish networks

must include the introduction of

criteria, it should be designated, thus

of marine protected areas. The pace

new marine legislation to enable

reflecting its importance.

of designation, including survey, data

the designation of a comprehensive

analysis and the administrative approval

network of nationally important

process, must increase enormously if

marine areas.

we are to meet any of the deadlines
that have been set.

●

Effective management, monitoring
and enforcement arrangements
should be put in place for all marine

A step-change in the approach taken

areas designated. Site selection is

towards resourcing the survey,

only the first step: to ensure adequate

We believe that the following steps are

identification and designation of a

protection of these areas, it is

critical to deliver a properly resourced,

coherent network of marine sites is

essential that work continues beyond

well-managed, comprehensive marine

necessary by 2010. This work cannot

this stage.

●

‘as the number and variety of marine
activities increases, so does the need

Daniel Pullan

Andy Hay (rspb-images.com)

for sufficient, reliable marine data’
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ANNEX I: Detailed site selection methodology

1.

A list of all UK bird species classified

was a MapInfo table containing all the

as seabirds for the project was cross-

SSSIs for a particular species/interest, the

checked against the SSSI notified

layers’ attribute tables were updated to

interest (NI) spreadsheets, provided by

show the interests they represented.

each national statutory agency (Natural
England, Scottish Natural Heritage and

6.

All the individual tables were then
appended together within MapInfo to

the Countryside Council for Wales).

create a master dataset for each country
2.

Each NI was marked according to

that contained a separate SSSI boundary

whether it was a seabird or not. This

for each associated notified interest.

included colonies, breeding and nonbreeding species interests. Sites/

7.

Using the SPA boundary datasets provided

interests deemed to be for breeding

by JNCC and the statutory agencies, the

seabirds were extracted into new

master datasets were analysed by eye to

spreadsheets.

see which SPA boundaries overlapped with
which SSSI boundaries. The master layers

3.

Up-to-date SSSI boundary datasets

were modified so that they contained a

for each country were acquired from

column named ‘Overlapping SPA Name’

the statutory agencies in MapInfo

into which the names of any overlapping

format. Where necessary, each site

SPA(s) were entered. Sites deemed to be

was combined/dissolved (according

non-coastal were also identified and scored

to the unique site ID) to create a

as such.

single boundary for each SSSI. The
attribute table for each SSSI boundary

8.

The process carried out by eye in stage 7

dataset was then modified to include a

was then independently repeated using

column for each seabird interest, titled

the MapInfo/SQL intersect query, to bring

according to the species).

back all SSSIs/SPAs that were intersecting.
These results were compared to those

4.

Using the lists of seabirds sites/interests

obtained in stage 7 to act as a double

extracted in stage 2, the attribute

check.

data for each SSSI was entered so
that a positive entry (a “Y”, “Breeding

9.

The JNCC SPA citations and qualifying

Assemblage”, “Non-breeding

bird data spreadsheet were then used to

Assemblage”, “Isolated Colony”, etc)

identify which of the SSSIs/interests were

was entered for each of the seabird for

covered by SPAs for the same interests

which it had been designated a SSSI.

and which lacked SPA coverage, with each

All non-breeding seabird NIs were then

site/interest being scored accordingly.

excluded for this exercise.

Similar consideration was given to the site
accounts in the JNCC UK SPA Review

5.

The boundary datasets were then
queried to produce a boundary dataset

(2001).
10. The information was then filtered to

for sites qualifying for each breeding

produce a list of sites/interests not covered

seabird species or interest (e.g. the

by the SPA network. This list of sites was

Fulmar column was queried for all “Y”s

then checked by regional and country

and all of the sites brought back were

RSPB staff and a final list agreed and used

saved as Fulmar SSSIs). Once there

to create the map.
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ANNEX II: Breeding seabird interests supported by selected sites

Site

Country Breeding seabird interest

Site

Country Breeding seabird interest

1. Mussenden to Castlerock Cliffs

NI

Black Guillemot

Fulmar, Kittiwake, Puffin, Shag

NI

Lesser Black-backed Gull

38. Whiting Ness Ethie Haven Coast

S

2. Large Skerry
3. White Rocks/Dunluce

NI

Fulmar

39. Isle of May

S

Eider

40. The Farne Islands

E

Eider

4. Giant’s Causeway
and Dunseverick

NI

Black Guillemot, Fulmar

41. Northumberland Shore

E

Eider

5. Sheep Island

NI

Razorbill, Shag

42. Coquet Island

E

Black Headed Gull, Eider

Fulmar, Kittiwake, Razorbill

43. St Bees Head

E

Black Guillemot, Fulmar,
Guillemot, Kittiwake, Puffin,
Razorbill, Shag

6. Carrickarede Island to Ballycastle NI
7. The Maidens

NI

Shag

8. Portmuck/Gobbins

NI

Black Guillemot, Guillemot,
Kittiwake, Razorbill

9. Glenarm Harbour, Ballylumford
Jetty and Kilroot Jetties

NI

Black Guillemot

44. The Dee Estuary

E

Common Tern, Cormorant

45. The Wash

E

Black Headed Gull

46. Hunstanton Cliffs

E

Fulmar
Fulmar

10. Belfast Lough

NI

Common Tern

47. Weybourne Cliffs

E

11. Bangor Marina

NI

Black Guillemot

48. Blackwater Estuary

E

Cormorant

12. Cockle Island

NI

Arctic Tern, Sandwich Tern

49. Dover to Kingsdown Cliffs

E

Fulmar, Kittiwake

13. Copeland Islands

NI

Black Guillemot, Black Headed
Gull, Common Gull, Herring Gull,
Lesser Black-backed Gull

50. Dungeness, Romney Marsh
and Rye Bay

E

Black Headed Gull, Cormorant

51. Brighton to Newhaven Cliffs

E

Kittiwake

14. Strangford Lough

NI

Black Headed Gull, Common Gull,
Cormorant, Great Black-backed
Gull, Herring Gull, Lesser Blackbacked Gull

52. North Solent

E

Black Headed Gull

53. Newtown Harbour

E

Black Headed Gull
Black Headed Gull

NI

Arctic Tern, Roseate Tern

54. Hurst Castle & Lymington
River Estuary

E

15. Carlingford Lough
16. Port O’Warren

S

Cormorant

55. Berry Head to Sharkham Point

E

Guillemot

17. Abbey Burn Foot to Balcary Point S

Cormorant, Fulmar, Guillemot,
Kittiwake, Razorbill

56. Gerrans Bay to Camels Cove

E

Guillemot, Kittiwake, Shag

57. Godrevy Head to St Agnes

E

Kittiwake

18. Borgue Coast

S

Common Gull,
Greater Black-backed Gull

58. Pentire Peninsula

E

Fulmar, Guillemot, Puffin,
Razorbill

19. Scare Rocks

S

Gannet

59. Lundy

E

20. Mull of Galloway

S

Fulmar, Kittiwake, Razorbill

Guillemot, Kittiwake,
Manx Shearwater, Puffin,
Razorbill

21. Ballantrae Shingle Beach

S

Little Tern

22. Sanda Islands

S

Black Guillemot, Razorbill, Shag

23. Ulva, Danna and
The McCormaig Isles

S

Cormorant, Shag

24. Treshnish Isles

S

Seabird colony

25. Monach Islands

S

Black Guillemot

26. Eilean Hoan

S

Greater Black-backed Gull

27. Doomy and Whitemaw Hill

S

Arctic Skua

28. Holm of Papa Westray

S

Black Guillemot

29. Dalsetter

S

Arctic Tern

30. Mousa

S

Black Guillemot

60. West Exmoor Coast & Woods

E

Guillemot, Razorbill

61. Flat Holm

W

Lesser Black-backed Gull

62. Gower Coast: Rhossili
To Porteynon

W

Guillemot, Razorbill

63. St. Margaret’s Island

W

Cormorant, Guillemot, Razorbill,
Puffin, Lesser Black-backed Gull,
Kittiwake

64. Castlemartin Cliffs And Dunes

W

Guillemot, Razorbill, Puffin,
Kittiwake

65. Newport Cliffs

W

Razorbill

66. Aberarth-Carreg Wylan

W

Kittiwake,
Lesser Black-backed Gull

67. Creigiau Pen Y Graig

W

Cormorant

W

Cormorant, Guillemot, Puffin,
Razorbill

31. Ward of Culswick

S

Arctic Skua

32. Papa Stour

S

Arctic Skua

33. Hill of Colvadale and Sobul

S

Arctic Skua

68. Ynysoedd Y Gwylanod,
Gwylan Islands

34. Crussa Field and The Heogs

S

Arctic Skua

69. Arfordir Gogleddol Penmon

W

Cormorant

35. Rosemarkie to Shandwick Coast S

Cormorant

W

Guillemot, Kittiwake, Razorbill

36. Lower River Spey

S

Common Tern

70. Pen Y Gogarth/
Great Ormes Head

37. Sands of Forvie and
Ythan Estuary

S

Eider

71. Creigiau Rhiwledyn/
Little Ormes Head

W

Cormorant
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